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ABSTRACT
PUBLISH OR PERISH: LINGUISTIC POLICIES AND THE
PICARD LANGUAGE OF FRANCE
Marcy Taylor Kersch, MA
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Shannon Becker, Director
The rise of the French language from dialect to standard has shared the same trajectory as
the French nation. But to postulate "une nation, une langue" is to discount the survival of the
various regional languages that exist within metropolitan France. Regional languages, in spite of
claims otherwise, are alive, albeit not always well. This thesis will focus specifically on the
Picard language spoken in northern France and southern Belgium. Picard and French can be
described as collateral languages, sharing a common origin but developing differently into two
distinct languages, each with its own unique morphological, syntactical, and lexical
characteristics. Today, Picard, like the other twenty endogenous regional languages spoken
within France, has no legal recognition. But in spite of the presence or absence of national
linguistic policies either preventing or promoting the use of Picard, the language is not only
surviving, but emerging.
Using theories such as Einar Haugen's "ecology of language" and language planning
model, and data from the Institut national de la statistique et des études économique (INSEE)
this thesis will address who speaks Picard and where, what are the attitudes toward the language
both by its users and by non-Picardisants, and the revitalization efforts that are not only
preserving the language but also codifying it and expanding its use into new domains. These

efforts have resulted in new categories of Picard speakers, an increase in the retransmission rate
of Picard from parents to offspring, and a desire to preserve cultural identity through the Picard
language. Although there are no published linguistic polices giving Picard legal status within
France, the efforts of its speakers and supporters will ensure that Picard will not perish.

RÉSUMÉ
PUBLISH OR PERISH: LINGUISTIC POLICIES AND THE
PICARD LANGUAGE OF FRANCE
Marcy Taylor Kersch, MA
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures
Northern Illinois University, 2016
Shannon Becker, Director
La montée de la langue française du dialecte à la langue standard a souvent été
considérée à partager la même trajectoire de la nation française. Mais pour conclure « une
nation, une langue » serait nier l'importance de la survie des différentes langues régionales qui
existent en France métropolitaine. Malgré des affirmations contraires, les langues régionales
sont encore en vie, mais pas toujours bien vivantes. Le présent document concentrera
spécifiquement sur la langue picarde, parlée dans le nord de la France et le sud de la Belgique.
Le picard et le français peuvent être décrits comme langues collatérales, partageant une origine
commune, mais évoluent différemment en deux langues distinctes, chacune avec ses propres
caractéristiques morphologiques, syntaxiques, et lexicales. Aujourd'hui, le picard, comme les
autres langues régionales endogènes parlées en France, n'est pas légalement reconnue. Mais
malgré la présence ou l'absence de politiques linguistiques nationales qui empêchent ou
favorisent l'utilisation du picard, la langue est non seulement survivante, mais aussi émergente.
En utilisant des théories telles que « l'écologie de la langue » et le modèle d'aménagement
linguistique d'Einar Haugen, et des données fournies de l'Institut national de la statistique et des
études économique (INSEE) le présent document discutera où et qui parle la langue picarde,
quelles sont les attitudes à l'égard de la langue par ses locuteurs et par les non-Picardisants,

et des efforts de revitalisation qui ne s'occupent pas seulement de préservation de la langue, mais
aussi la codification et l'élaboration dans de nouveaux domaines. Ces efforts ont produit de
nouvelles catégories de locuteurs du picard, l'augmentation de la transmise de la langue du parent
à sa progéniture, et le désir de préserver l'identité culturelle à travers la langue picarde. Bien
qu'il n'existe pas des politiques linguistiques publiées donnant au Picard le statut juridique en
France, les efforts des ses locuteurs et les partisans veilleront à ce que la langue picarde ne périra
pas.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The rise of the French language from dialect to standard has shared the same trajectory as
the French nation. But to postulate "une nation, une langue" is to discount the survival of the
various regional languages that exist within metropolitan France. Regional languages, in spite of
claims otherwise, are alive, albeit not always well. Few would argue against statistics detailing
the continuous decline in the number of regional language (RL) speakers, but the cause of this
decline can be speculated. Are linguistic policies established by the French State, including a
constitution where "la langue de la République est le français" solely to blame? Or are there
other factors that warrant consideration? In this thesis, I will examine the past and present
linguistic policies of France and their impact upon the RLs in general, and on the Picard
language in specific. Using data from the Institut national de la statistique et des études
économique (INSEE) and Einar Haugen's language planning model (1966), I will show that in
spite of the presence or absence of national linguistic policies, Picard is not a dying language, but
instead an emerging one.

CHAPTER 2
DEFINITIONS
A prerequisite to this discussion is the clarification of terminology used herein. For
"linguistic policy," I defer to the definition provided by Harold F. Schiffman:
... language policy is primarily a social construct. It may consist of various elements of
an explicit nature — juridical, judicial, administrative, constitutional and/or legal
language may be extant in some jurisdictions, but whether or not a polity has such
explicit text, policy as a cultural construct rests primarily on other conceptual elements —
belief systems, attitudes, myths — the whole complex that we are referring to as
linguistic culture, which is the sum totality of ideas, values, beliefs, attitudes, prejudices,
religious strictures, and all other cultural 'baggage' that speakers bring to their dealing
with language from their background. (Schiffman, 1996: 276)
For "language practice," I refer simply to the actual use of a specific linguistic form
selected by an individual or a larger unit of society in order to communicate. And although this
present work neither intends to support nor to challenge actual or supposed distinctions between
"language," "dialect," and "vernacular," the difficulty in defining these terms must be addressed.
According to Haugen:
In most usages the term 'language' is superordinate to 'dialect,' but the nature of this
relationship may be either linguistic or social, the latter problem falling in the province of
sociolinguistics. It is shown how the development of a vernacular, popularly called a
dialect, into a language is intimately related to the development of writing and the growth
of nationalism. (Haugen, 1966: 922)
This distinction, where definition is determined by the social function of a language, rather than
its communicative competence, implies a higher prestige associated with linguistic forms termed
"language." Dialects and vernaculars, that have not yet been employed in all functions of
society, are classified as "undeveloped" languages. As their social function expands, dialects and
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vernaculars move toward greater prestige and can be termed as "emerging" languages. But
because linguistic forms often overlap in structure and develop along a continuum, I have chosen
the following broad definition that allows the terms language, dialect, and vernacular to be used
interchangeably within this thesis:
Any body of human speech patterns which is sufficiently homogeneous to be analyzed by
available techniques of synchronic description and which has a sufficiently large
repertory of elements and their arrangements or processes with broad enough semantic
scope to function in all normal contexts of communication. (Ferguson and Gumperz,
1960: 3)
"Regional language(s)" or "RL(s)" refers collectively to a specific group of twenty
"heritage" languages and their associated forms as identified by Cerquiglini (1999). Although
heritage languages are " ... considered part of the history of France (and its overseas territories),
endogenous languages to the state as opposed to exogenous languages which have come into the
country through external migrations" (Hélot, 2013: 219), this present work will focus only on the
twenty endogenous heritage languages spoken within metropolitan France (see Table 1).
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Table 1
Langues parlées par des ressortissants français sur le territoire de la République :
France métropolitaine (adapted from Cerquiglini, 1999)

France métropolitaine
Langues endogènes

Langues exogènes

•

dialecte allemand d'Alsace et de Moselle

•

berbère

•

basque

•

arabe dialectal

•

breton

•

yiddish

•

catalan

•

romani chib : langue des tsiganes

•

corse

•

arménien occidental

•

flamand occidental

•

francoprovençal

•

occitan : gascon, languedocien, provençal,
auvergnat-limousin, alpin-dauphinois

•

langue d'oïl : franc-comtois, wallon,
picard, normand, gallo, poitevinsaintongeais, bourguignon-morvandiau,
lorrain

CHAPTER 3
THE PICARD LANGUAGE
Spoken within the administrative region of Nord-Pas-de-Calais-Picardie in France
(formerly the three individual departments of Nord, Pas-de-Calais, and Picardie) and in the
Hainaut province of southwestern Belgium (see Figure 1), Picard is a Gallo-Romance language
closely related to French. Varieties of the language, as spoken near Lille and Valenciennes, are
known as chtimi/chti and rouchi, respectively. It is estimated that there are 500,000 speakers of
Picard within France, and an additional 200,000 speakers within Belgium. It is classified as a
"severely endangered" language (UNESCO, 2016). In 1990, Belgium officially recognized
Picard as a "langue régionale endogène." As of today, France has not bestowed any legal
recognition upon the language. Legal arguments contend that the recognition of any language
other than French is a violation of the Constitution (see Council of Europe, 2004). Linguistic
arguments refute the classification of Picard as an actual language. These debates focus on the
"pre-dialectal unity" of French and Picard, suggesting that "it seems a remarkable coincidence, to
say the least, that so much that is common to all the dialects happens to be characteristic of the
language of Paris too" (Rickard, 1974: 44). The corollary to this argument is that Picard and
French are the same language, and that any phonological or syntactical differences can be
attributed to Picard speakers using "bad French" (Auger, 2003: 160).
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Figure 1:

Le domaine linguistique picard. (Picartext, 2015).

However, from a linguistic standpoint, there are enough differences between Picard and
French to warrant their classification as two distinct languages. If language can be defined as "a
purely human and non-instinctive method of communicating ideas, emotions and desires by
means of voluntarily produced symbols" (Sapir, 1921: 7), both Picard and French satisfy this
description as they independently fulfill the communicative needs of their speakers. This
concept of language equality is expanded upon by Mark Aronoff who states:
The first question, asked very early on in the history of the modern study of language,
was whether one language is more advanced or evolved or complex than another. The
answer is no: there is no obvious way to rank languages on some evolutionary scale: all
languages appear to be equal in their expressive capacities. Some languages may have
more words than others or may have words for certain notions that are not
conventionalized in other languages but no language is inherently incapable of expressing
a given proposition. (Aronoff, 2007: 3175)
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One criterion to justify Picard and French as two separate languages concerns mutual
intelligibility, or the ability of speakers of two distinct language forms to understand each other.
Linguists specializing in the Picard language have created speech corpora in order to identify and
analyze salient features that cause Picard to be unintelligible to speakers of French. Since 2005,
Jean-Michel Eloy has captured over five million Picard speech tokens in an on-line database
known as Picartext. The search function of this corpus allows for "correspondance phonétique,"
or automatic conversion from the spoken word to phonetic transcription, therefore eliminating
variation in orthography. Picartext also offers "correspondance dialectale" which can convert a
word into an abstract form, in order to neutralize dialectal variation (Eloy et al., 2015: 5).
Through analysis of these speech samples, Eloy has concluded that although Picard and French
share syntactic structures, Picard possesses its own unique phonological, morphological, and
lexical components. Therefore, he maintains that "un locuteur-auditeur de français standard ne
peut pas comprendre un locuteur qui s'exprime en picard" (Eloy, n.d.: 1). Specific differences
impacting comprehension include Picard's use of the third person masculine subject i instead of
il with verbs other than être, the use of ni-o instead of il y a, and final nasalization as an
alternative to final devoicing. Additional research conducted by Julie Auger using her corpus of
Vimeu Picard speakers, and by Timothy Pooley, using his corpus of Picard speaking college
students, has provided similar evidence to support Picard and French as asymmetrically
unintelligible, and therefore two distinct languages.
A summary of the variances between Picard and French, with the addition of my own
French phonetic transcriptions for further clarification, appears in Table 2. A sample of common
expressions in the Picard language with their French translations appears in Appendix A.
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Table 2
List of Picard Features (adapted from Pooley, 2002)
Picard
Phonetic
Transcription

Linguistic
Feature

French
Phonetic
Transcription

French
Utterance

English
Utterance

Phonology — segmental features (1) vocalic features
(1) Diphthongization of
close o
(2) / ɛ̃ / for French / ɑ̃ /
(3) Denasalization

[k i e bœ o]

[ki le bo]

qu'il est beau !

'how handsome he is!'

[mɛʒ̃ e]

[mɑ̃ʒe]

manger

'to eat'

[afɑ̃]

[ɑ̃fɑ̃]

enfant

'child'

Phonology — segmental features (2) consonantal features
(4) / ʃ / for French / s /

[ɡaʀʃɔ]̃

[ɡaʀsɔ]̃

garçon

'boy'

(5) The absence of the socalled l mouillé ("palatalized")

[tʀaval]

[travaj]

travail

'work'

[saʃ]

[saʒ]

sage

'well-behaved'

la bile

'bile'

(6) Word-final consonant
devoicing

Phonology — linking features
(7) Assimilation of the
definite article

[b bɪl]

[la bil]

[i n d avo nɛ]̃

[il niɑ̃ ave pɑ]

(9) Use of Picard -ot ending in
imperfects, conditionals and
certain present tense forms

[ʒ kono]

[ʒə kɔne]

(10) Use of Picard possessives,
masculine singular min, tin,
sin; feminine singular 'm, 't, 's

[mɛ̃ ɡaʀʃɔ̃]

[mɔ̃ ɡaʀsɔ̃]

[əmfɛm]

[ma fam]

(11) Use of pronouns mi, ti, li

[mi]
[ti]
[li]

[mwa]
[twa]
[lɥi]

[iz aʀkmɛʃ̃ t]

[il ʀəkɔmɑ̃s]

(8) The so-called intrusive d

(12) Metathesis of
reiterative prefix

il n'y en avait
pas
Grammatical features (1) morphology

'there weren't any'

je connais

'I know'

mon garçon

'my boy/son'

ma femme

'my wife'

moi
toi
lui

'me'
'you'
'him'

ils
recommencent

'they start again'

Grammatical features (2) syntax
(13) Use of the negative
particles nin and point

—

—

ne

(14) Use of qu'elle in
relative clauses, e.g. la femme
qu'elle habite là

—

—

la femme qui
habite là

'the woman who lives
there'
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While the first criterion supporting Picard as a separate language from French is
linguistic in nature, the second criterion is culturally based. According to Joshua Fishman:
... language is a resource at the level of societal integration and social identification.
This point of departure does not imply the reification of ethnocultural identity nor the
assumption that such identity can ever be 'preserved' in some pure and unaltered state. It
does assume that every human aggregate defines its history and works toward a desired
model of its future in accord with that definition. Majorities do so as well as minorities
and it is no more reprehensible for the latter to engage in such a quest than it is for the
former. A preferred, historically associated mother tongue has a role in this process of
individual and aggregative self-definition and self-realization, not merely as a myth ... but
also as a genuine identificational and motivational desideratum in the ethnocultural
realm. (Fishman, 1991: 7)
Like Fishman, the Summer Institute of Linguistics, Inc. (SIL), a linguistic research
organization that publishes Ethnologue, believes that cultural identity influences the decision to
classify speech varieties as separate languages. In their ISO 639-3 criteria for language
identification, SIL uses speaker perspective and "the existence of well-established distinct
ethnolinguistic identities (as) a strong indicator that (speech varieties) should nevertheless be
considered to be different languages" (Lewis et al., 2016). And in fact, not only do speakers of
Picard believe that they are speaking a language distinct from French, but also they associate the
language with their unique personal and local identity. In both a 1994 study conducted by B.
Söhnle and a 2004 study conducted by Pooley, Picard speakers surveyed responded with
comments such as "j'aime le picard," "le picard a une saveur qu'on ne trouve pas dans le
français," and "cela ne s'apprend que par habitude dans le milieu. Chaque ville ou village a son
propre parler picard ; en apprenant le patois d'un autre village on ne retrouvera pas ses
racines" (Pooley, 2007: 98).
A final criterion used to differentiate between languages is political status. According to
SIL's ISO 639-3 criteria, a language achieves statutory recognition when "there is a legal
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document such as the constitution of the country, language or diversity policy legislation, or
the like, that specifies the functions for which the language will be used" (Ethnologue, 2016). A
language that is not used in functions of government may still be granted legal status as a
"recognized" language. However, these classifications are often arbitrary and based upon the
ability of the authority in power to select and accept their own spoken dialect as the linguistic
standard. As the linguist Max Weinreich once said, "a language is a dialect with an army and
navy." While Weinreich made this comment in relation to Yiddish transcending political
borders, it is equally applicable to Picard, which struggles for legal recognition from the
powerful elite who promote their native Parisian French as the national language.

CHAPTER 4
HISTORICAL LINGUISTIC POLICIES AND LANGUAGE PRACTICE OF PICARD AND
FRENCH
The relationship between Picard and French can be described as that of "collateral
languages," or "des variétés proches — objectivement et subjectivement —, aux plans
linguistique, sociolinguistique et historique, les variétés tendanciellement en contrast étant
historiquement liées par les modalités de leur développement" (Eloy, 2004: 10). Also known as
"near languages," collateral languages such as Picard and French, share a common origin but
differ in their development. Although both Picard and French descended from the Latin spoken
within the Roman Empire and are therefore known as Romance languages, their development
has differed due to the selection of French as the national linguistic standard and the subsequent
rejection of the RLs. A historical perspective on the development and practice of these collateral
languages, as impacted by linguistic policies, begins with the Romanization of Gaul.
4.1 Roman Gaul
By 51 BC, Gaius Julius Caesar had unified what is now present-day France, and parts of
Switzerland under a single Roman crown. However, the geographic union of the Empire did not
result in the linguistic unity of its inhabitants, as shown in Figure 2. As Caesar noted in his
narrative Commentarii de Bello Gallico, Gaul was "divided into three parts, one of which the
Belgae inhabit, the Aquitani another, those who in their own language are called Celts, in ours
Gauls, the third. All these differ from each other in language, customs, and laws"
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(Caesar, 52 BC). After the conquest, the existence of local vernaculars persisted, even with
the introduction of Latin as the official language of the Empire. The complete diffusion of Latin
was slowed not only by natural barriers such as mountains and marshes (Lodge, 1993: 81), but
also by the social stratification of a society in which formal education was reserved for the elite.

Figure 2:

Gaul on the eve of the Gallic Wars. (Feitscherg, 2005).

Members of the Gaulish aristocracy, looking to join the Roman professional classes and
to achieve Roman citizenship, seized the opportunity to learn the new language. The written
language they were taught closely paralleled Classical Latin (Judge 2007: 10). Members of the
lower classes of society, such as servants, tradespeople, and farmers who could not afford formal
education, came only into limited contact with spoken Latin. Lexical elements of this
superstratum language were passed into the local vernaculars and were selectively adopted in
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order to fulfill the functional need of communication between the various social classes. This
process of "language variation" (Labov, 1963) resulted in oral Gallo-Romance varieties known
as Latin vulgaris, which would later develop into French and into the RLs.
Within Gaul, the functional roles of Classical Latin and Latin vulgaris became
increasingly divided. Ferguson describes this occurrence as "diglossia," or a situation in which
"two or more varieties of the same language are used by some speakers under different
conditions" (Ferguson, 1959). The "high" (H) language is marked by lexical items either
technical or scholarly in nature, while the "low" (L) language is marked by either unique or
equivalent lexical items that are homely. Thus, the parlance of either variety is often an indicator
of the speaker's social strata. An adaptation of Ferguson's theory appears below:
(1) Functions
Religion

H
+

Conversation

+

Education/Learning

+

Administration/Law

+

Instructions to servants
"Real" literature
Folk literature

L

+
+
+

(2) Prestige
H is felt to be more beautiful, more logical, better able to express important thoughts
than L. It has a strong association with religion.
(3) Literary heritage
H possesses one, L does not.
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(4) Acquisition
H has to be explicitly taught.
L is learnt at mother's knee.
(5) Standardisation
H is codified, uniform (grammars, etc.).
L is marked by dialectal fragmentation/variation.
(6) Stability
Diglossia is a stable language situation typically persisting for at least several
centuries.
Diglossia, as a domain-specific code switching phenomenon, reflects the socio-cultural
distinction between "high" and "low" linguistic forms. According to Ferguson, when certain
trends appear, such as the "desire for a full-fledged standard 'national' language as an attribute of
autonomy or of sovereignty" (Ferguson, 1959: 247), a push is made to typically select the "high"
language as the unifying factor within the community. Although Ferguson's example above
distinguishes between Classical Latin and Latin vulgaris, it is equally applicable to analyzing
French and Picard.
4.2 The Germanic Invasions
As the Roman Empire decreased in power, Germanic invasions into Gaul increased in
frequency. Peaceful migrations that began in the third century were followed by more violent
invasions from the Franks, Visigoths, and Burgundians after 476 BC. Of these three groups, the
Franks had the greatest linguistic impact, one that is still seen today as it is estimated that 10
percent of modern French words originate from Frankish. And it is from the Latin word for
these invaders, franciscus, that both the nation and language of France derive their modern
names (Judge, 2007: 11). The Franks assimilated into the agrarian society of northern Gaul, but
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unlike their Roman predecessors, did not attempt to impose their language on the region's
inhabitants. Instead, they adopted the substratum Gallo-Romance vernaculars. Through
language contact, Frankish and Gallo-Romance were mutually influenced, resulting in new
linguistic varieties that would engender the langue d'oïl. Selected lexical items and their
derivation from Frankish into French and Picard appear in Table 3. Many of these words pertain
to the rural nature of northern Gaul.
Table 3
Lexical Derivation From Frankish to French and Picard
(adapted from Lodge, 1993, Nadeau & Barlow, 2006, and Jaillot, 2007)

Frankish

French

Picard

English

busk

bois

bo

'wood'

salha

saule

halau

'willow'

kōwa

chouette

cawan

'owl'

burg/burc

bourg

bourc

'town or city'

kiosan

choisir

coésir

'to choose'

fermō

ferme

cinse

'farm'

gardin

jardin

gardin

'garden'

The Frankish king, Clovis I, was to have significant impact on both the nation of France
and on the language. As the first Frankish king to unite the disparate tribes under a single leader,
Clovis established a ruling dynasty that would last for over 200 years. By selecting Lutetia
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Parisiorum as his headquarters, Clovis was the first ruler to establish a connection between
power, prestige, and the Parisian dialect. His conversion to Christianity in 496 additionally
served as a unifying factor for the kingdom. In sermons, priests optionally selected to use the
local vernaculars over Classical Latin, with Saint Augustine declaring "melius est reprehendant
nos grammatici quam non intelligant populi"/'it is preferable that grammarians criticize us rather
than that the masses should not understand' (qtd. in Lodge 1993: 36). In 813 with the Concile de
Tours, the use of rusticam romanam linguam in sermons became mandatory, making this the
first documented linguistic policy in the history of France. By the death of Charlemagne's son
Louis the Pious in 841, the Classical Latin of the upper classes and the Gallo-Romance of the
lower classes were mutually unintelligible.
Evidence of this marked linguistic diversity can be found in the Strasbourg Oaths of 842,
where two of Charlemagne's grandsons swore their allegiance to each other and against their
brother, Lothair. Louis the German took his pledge of allegiance using the Gallo-Romance
language of his half brother Charles the Bald. Charles reciprocated his pledge by speaking in
Rhenish Franconian, the Old High Germanic language of Louis. Their armies then swore their
allegiances, using their own vernacular languages. The recording of this event by Nithardus, a
cousin to the brothers, became the first written form of the French language, albeit "Old French"
(Schiffman, 1996: 81). As such, it represents not only the "birth" of the French language but also
the first use of French as a marker of national identity (Judge 2007: 13).
The Frankish influence on the vernaculars spoken in the northern part of the Empire, and
the Latin influence on the vernaculars spoken in the southern part of the Empire, gave rise to two
linguistic varieties known as the langue d'oc and the langue d'oïl, so defined by their words to
designate 'yes.' In the south, the word oc, from the Latin hoc for 'this,' came to mean 'yes.' In the
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north, oc was reduced to / o / and the personal pronoun il was added to form oïl. Eventually,
the phone / l / was also lost, resulting in the modern day oui (Machonis, 1990: 155). A third
language type, francoprovençal, resulted from a combination of both langue d'oïl and langue
d'oc linguistic features. An isogloss of these languages appears in Figure 3. However, as both
French and Picard are classified as langue d'oïl, discussions concerning the langue d'oc and
francoprovençal will not be carried further.

Figure 3:

French regional languages. (Ager, 1990).
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4.3 Late Medieval France
Within the langue d'oïl, the Parisian dialect continued to grow in prestige. In 987, Hugh
Capet, the Duke of Île-de France, became the first elected King of France, reinforcing Paris as
the political, religious, cultural, and linguistic center of the nation. A literary heritage for French
began to develop that not only chronicled the selection of the Parisian dialect as the standard, but
also the rejection of all alternative language forms. Haugen describes this rejection, based on
social factors rather than functionality, as a form of discrimination:
Every language, dialect, patois, or lingo is a structurally complete framework which can
be poured any subtlety of emotion or thought that its users are capable of experiencing.
Whatever it lacks at any given time or place in the way of vocabulary and syntax can be
supplied in very short order by borrowing and imitation from other languages. Any scorn
for the language of others is scorn for those who use it, and as such is a form of social
discrimination. (Haugen, 1973: 55)
Documentation dating as far back as the twelfth century shows the Picard language as a
particular target of this linguistic discrimination. In this first passage, a resident of Picard recalls
his visit to the Court:
La Roine n'a pas fait ke cortoise
Ki me reprist, ele et ses fueis li Rois;
Encoir ne soit ma parole franchoise,
Si la puet on bien conprendre en franchois
Ne chil ne sont bien apris ne cortois
S'il m'ont repris se j'ai dit mos d'Artois,
Car je nu fui pas norris a Pontoise.
The Queen, along with her son the King, acted discourteously when she crticised me:
although my speech is not that of the Île-de-France, one can still understand me in
French. And those who criticised me for using words from Artois are not courteous or
polite, for I was not born in Pontoise. (Conon de Béthune, Chansons, III.8-14, ca. 1180
qtd. in Lodge, 1993: 99)
In this second passage, Roger Bacon, the English philosopher and Franciscan friar, expresses
the effect of the Picard language on its listeners:
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Nam et idiomata ejusdem linguae variantur apud diversos, sicut patet de lingua
gallicana, quae apud Gallicos et Picardos et Normannos et Burgundos et caeteros
multiplici idiomate variatur. Et quod proprie et intelligibiliter dicitur in idiomate
Picardorum horrescit apud Burgundos, immo apud Gallicos viciniores quanto magis
igitur accidet hoc apud linguas diversas?
For dialects of the same language vary between different speakers, as can be seen in the
French language, which varies in numerous dialects among the French, the Picards,
the Normans and Burgundians and others. What is correctly and intelligibly expressed in
the Picard dialect is unpleasant to Burgundians and indeed to their close neighbours in the
Ile-de-France. How much more likely is this to happen between people speaking
different languages? (Bacon, Opus Majus, II 80-1, 1267, qtd. in Lodge, 1993: 97-8)
But in spite of emerging perceptions concerning "good" and "bad" French, with the latter
being marked by features of other dialects such as Picard (Judge, 2007: 13), there was no
linguistic policy prohibiting RL use. Events occurring in subsequent years, such as the Hundred
Years' War (1337–1453), the Black Death (1346–53), and the expansion of French territories
into North America, diverted the kingdom's attention away from linguistic policies to other
matters.
4.4 Renaissance France
By the sixteenth century, France was still functioning as a multilingual kingdom. The
Ordonnance de Villers-Cotterêts, issued in 1539 by François I, addressed not only the legal
break between the Church and State, but also the linguistic break between Latin and the
languages spoken within France. Article 111 stated:
... tous arrestz ensemble toutes aultres procedures, soit des cours souveraines ou aultres
subalternes et inferieures, soit de registres, enquetes, contrats, commissions, sentences,
testaments ou aultres quelconques actes ou exploits de justice ou qui en dépendent ...
soient prononcez enregistrez et deliverez aux parties en langage maternel françois et non
aultrement.
... all legal decisions and all procedures pertaining either to the highest courts or to the
lower or inferior ones, whether they concern records, inquests, contracts, commissions,
wills or whatever other legal acts or instruments or whatever is dependent thereon ...
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should be pronounced, registered and delivered to the litigants in the French vernacular
language and in no other way. (Ordonnance de Villers-Cotterêts, 1539, qtd. in Lodge
1993: 126)
Whether the phrase "langage maternel françois" pertains to French, or to any RL spoken
within France, remains disputed today. The intention of the document relies upon either its
faithful or free translation. In his highly acclaimed Histoire de la langue et de la littérature
française des origines à 1900, published in 1896, editor and Sorbonne lecturer Ferndinand
Brunot omitted any reference to the RLs or the "vulgaire du pays" in his analysis of the
ordinance (Trudeau, 1983: 461). Other historical linguists who support a freer translation cite a
story from Ramus in 1572 concerning three provençal-speaking administrators who attempted to
visit François I at Court. As the story goes, the administrators had planned to confront the King
on his ruling against the RLs in the Ordonnance de Villers-Cotterêts. However, François refused
their visit, deriding the use of their maternal language. Over the next few months that the
administrators spent at Court waiting for their audience, they not only learned to speak the
dialect of the King's French, but also accepted it as superior to their own. Other historians find
no evidence to support the validity of this story (Posner, 1997: 83).
Additionally, when translated faithfully and viewed as an extension of policies of
linguistic tolerance that precede it, the Ordonnance de Villers-Cotterêts does not preclude the use
of RLs. Evidence for this theory includes the Ordonnance de Moulins, passed by Charles VIII in
1490, which allowed witness testimony in Languedoc to be written either in French or in any
mother tongue. In 1510, an order from Louis XII decreed that the local language of the area in
which a crime occurred would be the language used in the criminal trial. In 1535, through the
Ordonnance d'Is-sur-Tille, François I issued a similar policy allowing RL use within the
courtrooms of Provence (Judge 2007, 16-17). Therefore, when this same ruler issued the
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Ordonnance de Villers-Cotterêts only four years later, it is unlikely that his position on the
practice of RLs had changed.
During the sixteenth century, the Renaissance stimulated renewed interest not only in
classical fields of study, but also in new disciplines such as the natural and physical sciences.
New lexical items were needed in order to "enrich" the language for breadth of expression, a
sentiment enunciated by the poet Ronsard who declared "plus nous aurons de mots en nostre
langue, plus elle sera parfaitte" (Ronsard, VI 460, qtd. in Ayers-Bennett, 1996: 140). By the
seventeenth century, many scholars believed that the French language had reached a state of
perfection and began work to preserve its dignity through codification. One such attempt was
made by the normative grammarian Claude Favre de Vaugelas. In his Remarques sur la langue
française, Vaugelas defines linguistic perfection as the Parisian dialect spoken by the elite:
... qu'on disoit que le Peuple etoit le maitre de la Langue cela d'entendoit sans doute de
la plus saine partie du peuple, comme quand nous parlons de la Cour et des Autheurs ...
(Vaugelas, 1647: 27)
... when one says that the People are the master of the Language, this applies undoubtedly
to the most reasonable part of the population, like when we talk of the Court and Writers
... (my translation)
His knowledge of the French language led to the appointment of Vaugelas as one of the
first immortels of the Académie française. Established in 1635 by Cardinal Richelieu, the
academy members were "to labour with all care and diligence possible to give exact rules to our
language and to render it capable of treating the arts and sciences" (Statutes and Regulations of
the French Academy, 22 February 1735: 16 qtd. by Spolsky, 2004: 22). To fulfill this goal, they
were to create a dictionary (completed in 1694), a grammar (completed in 1932), a rhetoric, and
a treatise on poesy (neither completed). The importance of the dictionary in establishing a
standard lexicon and orthography for the kingdom was so great that Louis XIV prohibited the
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publication of any competing dictionary within a twenty-year period surrounding its issuance.
The recommendations of the academy had no legal jurisdiction, but were readily accepted by
literary circles and influential members of society. The dictionary's dedication reflects the
acceptance of the Parisian dialect as the linguistic standard, by those seeking to associate
themselves with the prestige of the King:
L'auguste Nom qui les deffendra du temps, en deffendra aussi la Langue, qui aura servi à
le celebrer, et nous ne doutons point que le respect qu'on aura pour une Langue que
vous aurez parlée, que vous aurez employée à dicter vos resolutions dans vos Conseils, et
à donner vos ordres à la teste de vos Armées, ne la fasse triompher de tous les siecles.
La superiorité de vostre Puissance l'a desja renduë la Langue dominante de la plus belle
partie du monde.
The august Name which shall protect them through time, will protect also the Language
which shall have served to celebrate it, and we doubt not that the respect inspired for a
Language which you shall have spoken, which you shall have employed to dictate your
resolutions in your Councils, and to give your orders at the head of your Armies, will
make it triumph through all ages. The pre-eminence of your Power has already rendered
it the dominant Language of the fairest portion of the world. (Dictionnaire de l'Académie
française, 1694, qtd. in Robertson, 1910: 239)
However, in actual language practice, the French standard shared certain morphological
features with Picard. The Dauphin, later crowned Louis XIII, is recorded by his personal
physician Jean Héroard as using "dite li," rather than the pronoun lui (Ayers-Bennett, 1996: 220),
a linguistic feature still present in Picard but lost in modern French. And just as the spoken
language during this time period exhibited variation, so did the written language. According to
Julie Auger "close examination of the texts written in the region reveals that the literary language
used was not Picard but rather a form of Francien, the Gallo-Romance language spoken in Paris
and its surroundings, with a Picard 'accent'" (Auger, 2003: 145). Fernand Carton claims that
surviving texts from northern France show that the language used was not pure Picard, but rather
scripta franco-picarde — primarily French with a few local "regionalisms" (Carton 2001: 4).
These findings challenge assertions made by other linguists, such as Jacqueline Picoche, who
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suggest that Picard's literary heritage pre-dates Renaissance France. So while Picard had not
yet been established as a literary language, it survived as a spoken one.
4.5 Revolutionary France
Nearly 100 years after the publication of the academy's dictionary, its impact was still
limited mostly to the upper classes centered around Paris. At the time of the Revolution in 1789,
France was largely a rural society with only two out of ten inhabitants living in an urban center
with a population greater than 2,000. The majority of the estimated 28 million inhabitants lived
in one of 38,000 rural communities or parishes, averaging 600 residents each (McPhee, 2002: 4).
As distance from Paris increased, the knowledge of the Parisian standard language decreased.
By 1790, at least 6 million rural inhabitants, or 21% of the total national population, could
neither understand nor speak the French national language (Jones, 1988: 208). The
Revolutionaries had used the RLs to spread their message, and their intention was to continue
this policy after the fall of the monarchy.
In order to promote national unity and to discourage provincial allegiances (Shusterman
2014: 29), the newly formed government realigned the nation into eighty-three administrative
departments. Plans were established to "faire publier les décrets de l'Assemblée dans tous les
idiomes qu'on parle dans les différentes parties de la France" (L'Assemblée Constituante, 14
January 1790, qtd. in Abalain, 2007: 110). The strategy was to begin translations in the
departments farthest from the Parisian capital and with the lowest comprehension of the national
language, as shown in Figure 4:
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Figure 4:

Translation of revolutionary decrees from French to
patois. (redrawn from Certeau, Julia, and Revel, 1975)

However, support for the widespread translation of political messages from French into
the RLs was not universal. The Rapport Grégoire, commissioned in 1790 and finalized with its
presentation in 1794, questioned the feasibility of the policy:
Ainsi, avec trente patois différents, nous sommes encore, pour le langage, à la tour de
Babel, tandis que, pour la liberté, nous formons l'avant-garde des nations. (Grégoire, 4
juin 1794: 293)
So with thirty different dialects, we are still, when it comes to language, at the Tower of
Babel, whereas when it comes to liberty, we lead all other nations. (my translation)
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This sentiment was echoed in Bertrand Barère de Vieuzac's Comité de Salut report, which
argued that the greatest threat to the newly formed Republic was the linguistic minorities along
France's borders (Jacob & Gordon, 1985: 114). Barère's speech asked:
... combien de dépenses n'avons-nous pas faites pour la traduction des lois des deux
premières assemblées nationales dans les divers idiomes parlés en France ! Comme si
c'était à nous à maintenir ces jargons barbares et ces idiomes grossiers qui ne peuvent
plus servir que les fanatiques et les contre-révolutionnaires ! (Barère, 1794 qtd. in
Leclerc, 2016)
... what expense have we not spared for the translation of laws from the first two national
assemblies into the various dialects spoken within France! As if it is up to us to sustain
this barbarous gobbledygook and these coarse dialects that can only serve fanatics and
the counter-revolutionaries! (my translation)
Arguments counter to the policy of translation into the RLs combined matters of reason
with the emotion of "true linguistic racism" (Dalby, 2003: 134). In June of 1794, the assembly
reversed its earlier decision and ruled that "dans une République une et indivisible, la langue doit
être une."
4.6 Late Modern France
The nineteenth century saw numerous linguistic policies implemented to restrict the use
of the RLs. Auguste Romieu, the subprefect of Quimper, called for the destruction of the RLs,
suggesting that clergy refuse "la première communion qu'aux seuls enfants qui parleront le
français" (Romieu, 1831, qtd. in Abalain, 2007: 276). In 1850, the loi Falloux made French the
sole language of education. But even with a legally enforceable constitution mandating its use,
the French language had not totally displaced the RLs. By 1863, of the 4 million schoolchildren
aged between 7 and 13 years, only 37.5% were able to understand spoken French. 12.5% of the
4 million spoke no French at all (Leclerc, 2016). The impact of linguistic policies on actual
language practice within the Picard and Nord-Pas-de-Calais regions is shown in Table 4:
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Table 4
Use of French Language Among the General Population and in the Public Schools of Nord and
Pas-de-Calais, 1863 (adapted from Weber, 1976: 499)

The lois Jules Ferry made primary school within France free in 1881, and both
mandatory and secular in 1882. As an intermediary of the State, the public school system
became an effective tool to disseminate the French language throughout the nation and to
suppress the use of all other languages (Lodge, 1993: 219). If formal linguistic policy proved
ineffective, shame was employed as a powerful motivator to discourage the use of the RLs. A
common scenario is recounted as follows:
A favourite punishment, inherited from the Jesuits (who ironically used it to enforce
Latin on their French-speaking charges), was the token of shame to be displayed by the
child caught using his native tongue. The token varied. It could be a cardboard ticket, ...
a peg, ... or a brick to be held out at arm's length ... A child saddled with such a 'symbol'
kept it until he caught another child not speaking French, denounced him, and passed it
on. The pupil left with the token at the end of the day received a punishment. (Weber
1976: 313)
Jules Ferry, France's Minister of Education from 1881 to 1884, was not only a strong advocate of
education, but also of colonization. In a speech given before the Chamber of Deputies, he stated:
Il faut dire ouvertement qu'en effet les races supérieures ont un droit vis-à-vis des races
inférieures ... Je répète qu'il y a pour les races supérieures un droit, parce qu'il y a un
devoir pour elles. Elles ont le devoir de civiliser les races inférieures. (Ferry, 28 July
1885)
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It must be said openly that indeed superior races have a duty in relation to inferior
races ... I repeat that it is a duty for the superior races, because they have an obligation
required of them. They have the obligation to civilize inferior races. (my translation)
A correlation can be made between Ferry's definition of "les races supérieures" as the Frenchspeaking members of authority and "les races inférieures" as the young, RL-speaking students.
In addition to the public education system, networked highways and railways and the
publication of national journals and newspapers also contributed to the expansion of the French
language. By the 1930s, only one in four citizens within France spoke a regional language.
During the 1940s, no child born in France was raised as a monolingual RL speaker. And by the
1950s, all children born in France were taught French as their first language within the public
school system (Judge 2007: 27). After World War I and II showed that the true enemies of
France were mostly external, linguistic policies that opposed the use of the RLs were reversed.
New policies were established that not only permitted the use of the RLs, but also promoted their
practice.
In 1951, the French National Assembly adopted the loi Deixonne, which approved the
teaching of specific RLs — Basque, Breton, Catalan, Occitan, and later, Corsican — from
primary school through university levels. Languages, such as Picard, that were viewed as
linguistically similar to French, were omitted from this legislation. Article 1 of the law stated:
Le conseil supérieur de l'éducation nationale sera chargé, dans le cadre et dès la
promulgation de la présent loi, de rechercher les meilleurs moyens de favoriser l'étude
des langues et dialectes locaux dans les régions où ils sont en usage. (Loi Deixonne,
Article 1, 11 janvier 1951)

The Superior Council of National Education will be responsible for, within the
framework and the enactment of this present law, to find the best means to promote the
study of local languages and dialects within the regions where they are in use. (my
translation)
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In addition to promoting language learning, the law also covered the instruction of
"folklore," "littérature," and "arts populaires locaux." However, many criticized the loi
Deixonne as being simply a symbolic gesture toward speakers of the RLs (Zeldin, 1977: 85;
Ager, 1999: 31). The law allowed, but did not require schools to teach an RL. The amount of
class time devoted to the subject could be as little as one hour per week, and implementation
could be avoided altogether if teacher training or pedagogical tools were not available. This was
a common justification for their absence in the curricula, as the French government provided no
resources to support the loi Deixonne (Jacob, 1990: 54).
4.7 Contemporary France
The Fifth Republic, which originated with the election of Charles de Gaulle in 1958 and
continues to present-day, has been marked by increasing economic and informational
globalization. The frequency of English lexical borrowings such as le weekend and le parking
into the French language gave rise to the term le franglais and to linguistic policies and
organizations in order to fight their introduction. These included the Haut Comité de défense et
d'expansion de la langue française, established in 1966 by Georges Pompidou, and later
restructured into the Haut comité de la langue française and the Délegation générale à la langue
française. In 1975, le loi Bas-Lauriol was passed, making French the mandatory language in
consumer advertising, employment contracts, and in information shared with the general public.
This law was replaced in 1994 with the loi Toubon which imposed significant monetary fines on
offenders.
However, the Toubon law impacted not only the private sector, but also the sector of
education as well. In the early 1990s, 93% of secondary school students in France were learning
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English either as a first or second modern language (Corbett & Moon, 1996: 41). Fearing the
result of this would be a language shift from French to English as the preferred form of
communication, Article 11 of the law mandated "la maîtrise de la langue française et la
connaissance de deux autres langues font partie des objectifs fondamentaux de l'enseignement."
Not only did the law promote RLs as a potential choice for the third language in education, it
also expressly forbid the discrimination against them. Article 21 stated:
... les dispositions de la présente loi s'appliquent sans préjudice de la législation et
de la réglementation relatives aux langues régionales de France et ne s'opposent pas à
leur usage. (Loi Toubon, Article 21, 4 August 1994)
The clauses of the present law apply without prejudice to legislation and regulations
relating to the regional languages of France, and are not opposed to their usage. (my
translation)
In addition to the threat of infiltration by the English language, it is likely that pressure
from the European Union also played a role in forming the linguistic policies within France. In
1992, the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages (ECRML) was established to
offer protection to languages based upon their historical, cultural, and geographical significance.
The preamble of the Charter states:
Stressing the value of interculturalism and multilingualism and considering that the
protection and encouragement of regional or minority languages should not be to the
detriment of the official language and the need to learn them; Realizing that the
protection and promotion of regional or minority languages in different countries and
regions of Europe represent an important contribution to the building of a Europe based
on the principles of democracy and cultural diversity within the framework of national
sovereignty and territorial integrity. (European Charter for Regional or Minority
Languages, Preamble, 1992)
In preparation for Charter ratification, the French government tasked Bernard
Cerquiglini, then director of the Conseil supérieur de la langue française, with identifying the
nation's languages. Cerquiglini's report, published in 1999, identified seventy-five langues de
France, twenty of which were located within metropolitan France. If his intention was to be as
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inclusive as possible in order to give the Charter a wider interpretation (Council of Europe,
2004: 18), his findings produced the opposite effect. Opponents, including President Jacques
Chirac, challenged the Charter as being in direct violation of the Constitution that stated "la
langue de la République est le français." Budgetary and logistical constraints were cited that
made the protection of "all the languages in the world" impractical. However, in other
arguments, the presence of social value judgments in the form of linguistic discrimination against
the RLs is evident:
It is a shame, Mr. Abiven, that you did not deliver your speech in Breton, as that would
have livened up our debate (laughter). Would you like to speak in Savoyard dialect, Mr,
Bouvard? (Raymond Forni, address to the the National Assembly, 27 January 1999, qtd.
in Agresti, 2008: 199)
In 1879, when Emperor Napoleon III visited the camp at Conlie housing the 175th
infantry regiment, which was mainly made up of Bretons, the latter greeted him with
cries of "Ar ger! Ar ger!' The Emperor replied 'what brave men, they want to go to
war!' In fact they were asking to go home (laughter). That is the sort of thing we will be
risking if we embrace a kind of communal introversion and abandon the French language.
(René André, address to the National Assembly, 21 November 2002, qtd. in Agresti,
2008: 199)
The supposed threat of the RLs to national unity was still perceived by many to be real. France
signed the Charter but never ratified it.

CHAPTER 5
ADDITIONAL FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO LANGUAGE DECLINE
As the above portions of this work have shown, the presence of linguistic policies in
France has not resulted in the death of the Picard language. Historically, RLs have been
permitted in all public environments, with the exception of the time period between the 1850 loi
Falloux and its repeal in 1951 with the loi Deixonne. And while the use of RLs was banned in
the public school system during this time period, nothing prevented the use of RLs in the private
realm of speakers' homes. Why then, is the number of Picard speakers diminishing? As in most
cases of language decline, the causes are multi-factorial, with national linguistic policies bearing
only a portion of the blame. In order to evaluate auxiliary causes of decline, additional political,
economic, and social factors must also be considered.
According to David Crystal, factors that put speakers in physical danger are a leading
cause of language death (Crystal, 2000, 92). Essentially, a language dies when no one is left to
speak it. While Picard has not yet reached this critical state, physical threats to its speakers
caused by political conflicts have contributed to the language's decline. During World War I, the
Nord-Pas-de-Calais-Picardie region was the site of major military battles resulting in the death of
four million soldiers and 300,000 French civilians (Eupedia, 2014). Many villages were razed to
the ground and thousands of inhabitants who were forced from their homes did not return after
the war. The population of Picardie did not recover to its 1914 level until 1962, although the
population of France had reached its pre-war population level by 1931 (L.F Flutre 1955: VIII
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qtd. in Coveney, 2002: 7). During the Second World War, northern France once again
suffered devastating losses of property and life. According to Flutre, in Amiens alone, the
population shrunk from 90,000 to less than 7,000. And, it is probable that population levels in
the region may never recover. Since 1999, the demographic rate of growth in Nord-Pas-deCalais-Picardie has been the lowest of all regions in France, with more people leaving the area
than settling into it (Picardie.fr, 2007).
In addition to political factors such as linguistic policy and physical warfare, economic
factors have also played a role in the decline of Picard. Language shift away from a minority
language is more likely to occur when the acquisition of the standard language is perceived to
offer greater opportunities for wealth and advancement. According to Joshua Fishman, who uses
the term "Xish" to stand for the name of any language and the term "Xmen" to stand for the
community members who speak the language:
Xmen are seemingly faced by a cruel dilemma: either to remain loyal to their traditions
and to remain socially disadvantaged (consigning their own children to such disadvantage
as well), on the one hand; or, on the other hand, to abandon their distinctive practices and
traditions, at least in large part and, thereby, to improve their own and their children's lots
in life via cultural suicide. (Fishman, 1991: 60)
Recent data outline the severity of the economic situation in the Nord-Pas-de-CalaisPicardie region. In 2014, the regional unemployment rate was 12.5%, the highest of any area
within France. Annual household income in the region was 10% below the national average, and
the number of regional inhabitants living below the poverty line was 18.4% (INSEE, 2015). For
those who were employed, 95% traveled outside of their municipality for work, the highest
percentage of any region, and significantly higher than the national average of 35%. 18% of
those traveling for work were employed in the Île-de-France, making fluency in the French
language a requirement. These economic factors that promote language contact with standard
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French and oftentimes with English, increase the likelihood of code-switching, diglossia, and
low transmission rates of Picard to offspring, which may potentially lead to language shift or to
decay.
Other economic factors impacting the use of Picard center on the shift of labor away from
occupations involving natural resources, such as agriculture, mining, and textiles, where Picard
has been the standard linguistic form. Although agricultural land comprises 75% of the NordPas-de-Calais-Picardie region, it is an area of low population density. Instead, 89% of the
region's total population lives either directly in an urban center or in the immediate area
surrounding the center (INSEE, 2015). This movement toward urbanization has resulted in the
decline in the number of Picard speakers. Figure 5 shows the change in employment rates per
occupational domain between 1999 and 2010. Skilled positions in the field of engineering have
increased by 80%, while the number of unskilled positions in natural resource based occupations
has decreased by nearly 20%.
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Figure 5:

Évolution de l'emploi par domaine professionnel entre
1999 et 2010. (INSEE, 2013)

This change is significant as 35% percent of all Picard speakers in France are employed
within the field of agriculture, and a large portion of Picard vocabulary, such as lancher/tisser/'to
weave', chl'étave/l'étable/stable, ech barou/le tombereau/cart, and ech beutier/el barète/'cattle
dog' centers around this and other natural resource based occupations. 13% of a Picard guide to
conversation is dedicated to vocabulary pertaining to the agriculture, mining, and textile
industries. Historically, the use of Picard in these "participant-location-topic context(s)" (Lewis
and Simons, 2009: 5) has been expected. But as the domains of use where Picard has been
appropriate decline, so does the use of the language.
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Socially, factors such as speaker attitudes about their own language can also impact
linguistic performance. According to Crystal, "when it comes to endangered languages, attitude
is what counts — how people look at their language, and what they feel about it when they do ...
if people are embarrassed to use their language, switch into the dominant language whenever
they can, tell jokes where the speaker of the endangered language is the butt, and avoid occasions
where the language is celebrated" (Crystal, 2000: 106) then the period of bilingualism will last
only a short time before the endangered language yields to the dominant one. Such is the case
with the chtimi dialect of Picard. Spoken in the areas around Lille and Douai, the dialect is
described as a "mélange d'accent du nord, de patois plus ou moins déformé, d'argot et de
français régional" (Carton & Poulet, 191: 7 qtd. in Pooley, 1996: 10). The term chtimi, or often
chti, originated in the trenches during World War I. When two Picard soldiers would cross
paths, they would often greet each other with ch'est ti ?/c'est toi ?/ 'is it you?', ch'est mi/c'est
moi/'it is me.' This dialogue was contracted into chtimi, and became a pejorative nickname for
Picard speakers.
Recently, this dialect of Picard was featured in the 2008 film Bienvenue chez les Ch'tis.
The film, translated as Welcome to the Sticks, was co-written by its star and Nord-Pas-de-CalaisPicardie native, Danny Boon. The plot centers around its protagonist, Philippe Abrams, a postal
service employee who is "punished" by being transferred to Bergues, located in the former
department of Nord. The movie's humor derives from a series of misunderstandings between
Abrams, a speaker of standard French, and various inhabitants of Bergues, speakers of Picard.
The movie was an overwhelming success, viewed by 20.2 million people, grossing over
$246,622,000 USD worldwide, and winning numerous awards, making it the most successful
film in French history (IMDb, 2016). However, many argue that the success of the film came at
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the expense of the Picard language. When Abrams first arrives in the north, his car
accidentally hits Boon's character. He exits the vehicle, hears his victim speaking chtimi, and
responds "vôtre mâchoire, vous êtes blessé ? Vous avez mal quand vous parlez ?"/'Your jaw,
are you hurt? Is it painful when you speak?' Proponents of the Picard language have criticized
the film for its caricatures and "hyperdialectisms" (Dawson, 2008). Other Nord natives, such as
actor Jacques Bonnaffé, have denigrated the Picard language, calling it "l'accent drôle ... cette
brutalité concentrée en gentillesse et en rire"/ 'an odd accent ... that brutality full of kindness and
laughter' (Sabéran, 2008.)
In addition to the presence or absence of national linguistic policies, a multitude of
auxiliary factors such as political turmoil, economic shift from rural to urban occupations, and
speakers' attitudes toward their own language, have contributed to the decline in the number of
Picard speakers. But in order to evaluate the language's level of endangerment or vitality, more
information must be considered. As Crystal states "... facts about the numbers of speakers are
only one of the things we need to know ... assessments need to take into account facts about
speaker fluency, accuracy, and age levels in order to arrive at a proper evaluation of the
likelihood of continuity" (Crystal, 2000: 123). With respect to these critical evaluative
measurements, this discussion will now turn to available data on the Picard language and its use.

CHAPTER 6
DATA ANALYSIS OF PICARD LANGUAGE VITALITY
While linguistic policies are not completely irrelevant in saving a language from
extinction, language practice is more important in a language's survival. According to statistics
published in Ethnologue in 2014, 96% of the world's languages are spoken by just 4% of the
total population. According to Crystal (2000: 19), any discussion of language death must be
viewed in perspective of this figure. Using the same method of calculation as Crystal, I used
2016 population data from INSEE, UNESCO, and the United Nations to derive the relative status
of the Picard language within France and within the world:
Number of Picard speakers: 500,000/Total Population of France: 64,513,242 = 0.78%
Number of Picard speakers: 500,000/Total World Population: 7,432,663,275 = 0.0067%
If 4% is the threshold at which a language can be categorized as "safe," then Picard falls
well below this level at both the national and worldwide levels and warrants the classification of
"severely endangered." Specific findings of the Étude de l'histore familiale questionnaire,
known colloquially as the "enquête famille," also support this designation. Administered in 1999
by INSEE at the same time as the French national census, the enquête collected data on the
practice and transmission of RLs and foreign languages within the home and amongst close
peers. The portion of the enquête specifically pertaining to language transmission within the
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family appears in Appendix B of this paper. My translation of questions 19, 20, and 21 of the
enquête appears below:
19. In what languages, dialects, or patois did your parents habitually speak to you when
you were young, around the age of 5 years old?
Your father, or the man who raised you:
1. spoke to you habitually in ...
2. and also in ...
Your mother, or the woman who raised you:
1. spoke to you habitually in ...
2. and also in ...
20. In what languages, dialects, or patois did you speak to your young children when
they were around the age of 5 years old (or you speak to them now if they are
currently young?)
1. you spoke to them habitually in ...
2. and also in ...
21. And currently, do you ever converse with those close to you (spouse, parents,
friends, business associates, merchants ... ) in another language besides French?
1. Yes

If yes, which one or ones?

2. No

Responses were voluntary and the results are shown in the following three charts.
The line chart in Figure 6 shows the combined results of Question 19 for both parents, and
demonstrates the generational decline of RL transmission:
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Figure 6:

Proportion d'adultes à qui les parents parlaient une langue
régionale. (INSEE, 1999)

The bar chart in Figure 7 shows the results of Question 20 for fathers only, ranking both
RLs and foreign languages by rate of retransmission to offspring. When results are isolated for
metropolitan RLs only, alsacien is shown as having the highest rate of retransmission. The
langue d'oïl had the fifth lowest rate of retransmission with only 27% of fathers claiming to
speak it habitually to their offspring. When results are isolated for foreign languages, English
was ranked as having the highest rate of retransmission.
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Figure 7:

L'érosion des langues en une génération : proportion de pères qui n'ont
pas parlé habituellement à leurs enfants de 5 ans la langue que leur
propre père leur parlait habituellement à cet àge. (INSEE, 1999)

Additional findings from INSEE, as documented in Figure 8, indicate that Picard is a
language for older generations. Approximately 50% of those surveyed who were aged 85 years
old and living in either the Nord or Pas-de-Calais region, spoke Picard within their peer group.
This number drops to 1.9% for respondents aged 18 years old. These data also show that while
French is the language of choice of the other 50% of 85-year old respondents, it is only the
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choice of 4.8% of the 18-year olds surveyed. As age decreases, English displaces both Picard
and French as the primary choice of language for communication amongst peers.

Figure 8:

Proportions des locuteurs des principales langues par class d'âge en %.
(INSEE, 1999)

INSEE data also show that the Picard language is socially marked. As expected in a
region where agriculture and mining are two of the most important industries, Picard is spoken
by a large number of respondents working within those sectors. As older speakers pass on and
industrialization and commercialism lead to declines in industries tied to natural resources, it is
only logical to expect a decline in the number of Picard speakers. However, Figure 9 shows
socioeconomic data that are unexpected for this region: the highest number of Picard speakers
belongs to the class of Executives or Professions Requiring Advanced Degrees. The significance
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of this finding, as well as additional factors discussed below, bears directly upon the proper
viability classification of the Picard language.

Figure 9:

Taux de conservation des principales langues par catégorie socioprofessionnelle.
(INSEE, 1999)

While some data from the enquête suggest a classification of "severely endangered" may
be appropriate for the Picard language, other data show a trend toward revitalization of the
language. Support for this theory appears in Figure 10, where results for RLs have been isolated.
Chart A shows the results of Question 19 for respondents claiming habitual transmission by
either parent. Chart B shows the results of Question 19 for respondents claiming occasional
transmission by either parent. Chart C shows the results of Question 20 concerning
retransmission to offspring. In this category, the retransmission rate of the langue d'oïl exceeded
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that of the langue d'oc, in spite of the langue d'oc having higher reported habitual and
occasional transmission rates. In summary, the speakers of the langue d'oïl claimed to be
retransmitting the language to their offspring at a higher rate than they themselves spoke it with
their parents, thereby avoiding "language suicide" (Crystal 2000: 114). Results from future
INSEE surveys may confirm that this increased retransmission to offspring has resulted in an
increase in the total number of Picard speakers.

Figure 10:

Principales langues autres que le français reçues dans l'enfance et
retransmises à la génération suivante. (INSEE, 1999)

The increase in the number of speakers retransmitting the language to their offspring at a
higher rate than their own parents transmitted it to them, may indicate a desire for residents of
the Nord-Pas-de-Calais-Picardie region to preserve their local identity through language. This
sentiment is shared by Julie Auger who claims that more speakers today are proudly claiming
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their Picard linguistic heritage than at any time in the language's past (Auger, 2003: 4). In
order to test the hypothesis that Picard is an emerging language, rather than a dying one, I used
2016 population data from INSEE and speaker data from UNESCO. Using the same formula as
above, I calculated the relative status of the Picard language within the region:
500,000/Total Population of Nord-Pas-de-Calais-Picardie: 5,973,098 = 8.37%
The results of this calculation show that the percentage of Picard speakers within their
respective region well exceeds the 4% threshold of linguistic safety as defined by Crystal. But in
addition to the number of speakers, fluency and accuracy of new speakers must also be
considered as a measure of language vitality. As Julie Auger reports, the speech patterns of
Picard naive speakers, or "individuals who grew up with a passive competence in this
endangered language and who decided to embrace it during adolescence or early adulthood"
(Auger, 2011: 11) can be contrasted with those of heritage or native Picard speakers. Naive
Picard speech exhibits changes to linguistic structure, such as the simplification of neuter subject
pronouns in the non-native-like use of est rièn versus the native-like use of ch'est rièn/'it's
nothing.' These changes may have implications for the codification of the emerging Picard
language. But nonetheless, Auger views the shifting sociodemographic characteristics of Picard
speakers as evidence that the language is experiencing "an important revitalization effort"
(Auger, 2011: 12).
Additional research on the fluency and accuracy of naive-Picard speakers was recently
conducted by Jean-Michel Eloy with the Centre d'Études Picardes de l'Université de Picardie. In
his study, Eloy attempted to determine the comprehension level of Picard by young residents of
Amiens, the capital of the Somme department in Picardie. Eloy hypothesized that the
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comprehension of Picard by subject residents of Amiens would exceed Picard comprehension
levels of subjects who were residents of other regions within France. The sample size consisted
of eighteen adolescents, grouped into the following categories:
Group A — Adolescents born to a Picard family and who had been life-long residents of
Amiens (6 subjects)
Group B — Adolescents born in Amiens to a Maghreb family and who had been lifelong residents of Amiens (4 subjects)
Group C — Adolescents who had been born in and had been life-long residents of
Franche-Comté, a French region bordering Switzerland, and who had no connection with
Picardie (4 subjects)
Group D — Adolescents who had been born in and had been life-long residents of the
Languedoc-Roussillon-Midi-Pyrénées region in the southwest of France, and who had
no connection with Picardie (4 subjects)
Eloy's experiment consisted of a linguistic test, comprised of twenty-five sentences.
Twelve of the sentences had fewer than ten syllables, eleven sentences had between ten and
fifteen syllables, one sentence had eighteen syllables, and one sentence had twenty-two syllables.
The sentences were taken from text used in the Picard marionette company Chés Cabotans
d'Amiens, and selected for their consistency with typical Picard speech. The test was
administered by an Amiens native Picard speaker, who read each sentence aloud to the eighteen
subjects. After immediately hearing a sentence, each subject was instructed to transcribe the
sentence to the best of their ability, from Picard into French. Data were collected and evaluated
to quantify the translation rate of specific Picard tokens, to calculate the performance level of
individual study participants, and to calculate the performance level of each group. The raw
score of Picard-specific tokens translated correctly, out of a possible score of 116, and the
corresponding group identifier for each study participant, appear in Table 5:
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Table 5
Raw Score and Group Identifier Per Individual Study Participant (adapted from Eloy, 1992)
Group
Score

A

A

A

A

B

A

A

B

B

C

B

C

D

D

C

C

D

D

104 89 81 81 79 78 76 74 74 71 68 62 51 51 47 45 37 33

Group averages are as follows:
Group A:
Group B:
Group C:
Group D:

84.8 tokens or 73.10% translated correctly
73.7 tokens or 63.53% translated correctly
56.2 tokens or 48.45% translated correctly
43 tokens or 37.07% translated correctly

The results from the data analysis support Eloy's hypothesis that comprehension of Picard
by participants who were life-long residents of Amiens would exceed comprehension levels of
participants who had no connection to Picardie. As geographic distance between Picardie and
the participant's native region increased, the comprehension level of Picard decreased. An
ancillary finding of Eloy's study is that in spite of the intergenerational decline in the number of
Picard speakers, the comprehension rate of the language by participants who were life-long
residents of Amiens is relatively high. This may indicate that adolescents in the region wish to
maintain comprehension, or even speaking competence, of the language as an expression of their
cultural identity. Eloy states "il est vrai qu'au picardisant ... cela donne le sentiment d'une
richesse ... Ce désir légitime d'être reconnu dans son identité, l'élaboration même de cette
identité, sont des faits intéressants pour le sociologue, pour l'ethnologue, pour le
sociolinguiste"/'It is true that to be a native resident of Picardie ... there is a strong sense of
wealth .... This legitimate desire to be recognized by this identity, the development of this
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identity, these are of interest to the sociologist, to the ethnologist, to the sociolinguist' (Eloy,
1992: 114). If there is a high confidence level that the results from Eloy's sample size reflect the
aptitude and the attitude of all adolescent life-long Picard residents, the outlook for the survival
of the language is positive. If subsequent repetitions of Eloy's study show increasing levels of
comprehension, then the argument for Picard as an emerging language will be strengthened.

CHAPTER 7
PICARD AS AN EMERGING LANGUAGE
Viewing the viability of a language within the context of its own environment, such as
the analysis completed above, was first suggested by Haugen. He proposed that the "ecology of
language" could be assessed by a series of inter-disciplinary questions:
(1) What is its classification in relation to other languages?
(2) Who are its users? This is a question of linguistic demography, locating its users
with respect to locale, class, religion or any other relevant grouping;
(3) What are the domains of use? This is a question of sociolinguistics, discovering
whether its use is unrestricted or limited in specific ways;
(4) What concurrent languages are employed by its users? We may call this a problem
of dialinguistics, to identify the degree of bilingualism present and the degree of overlap
among the languages;
(5) What internal varieties does the language show? This is the task of a dialectology
that will recognize not only regional, but also social and contactual dialects;
(6) What is the nature of its written traditions? This is the province of philology; the
study of written texts and their relationship to speech;
(7) To what degree has its written form been standardized, i.e. unified and codified?
This is the province of prescriptive linguistics, the traditional grammarians and
lexicographers;
(8) What kind of institutional support has it won, either in government, education, or
private organizations, either to regulate its form or propagate it? We call this study
glottopolitics;
(9) What are the attitudes of its users towards the language, in terms of intimacy and
status, leading to personal identification? We may call this the file of ethnolinguistics;
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(10) Finally, we may wish to sum up its status in a typology of ecological
classification, which will tell us something about where the language stands and where it
is going in comparison with the other languages of the world. (Haugen, 1972: 336)
Previous sections of this current work have answered many of these questions. In review,
Picard is a Gallo-Romance language closely related to French. There are approximately 500,000
speakers of Picard within France, and an additional 200,000 speakers within Belgium. Varieties
of the language exist, including chtimi/chti, as spoken near Lille, and rouchi, as spoken near
Valenciennes. Historically, Picard has been a spoken language exhibiting high levels of speaker
variation. While there is no legal recognition within France of Picard as a language, most
speakers positively associate the language as part of their cultural identity. And although there
are no monolingual speakers of Picard, data show that the speakers surveyed claimed to be
retransmitting the language to their offspring at a higher rate than they themselves spoke it with
their parents. The following discussion, pertaining to literary history and revitalization efforts,
will address the typology of Picard and lend support for its classification as an emerging
language.
Historically, there is evidence substantiating Picard and French as "collateral languages,"
sharing a similar origin, differing in their development, and distinguishable as two separate
language forms. The acceptance of French as the national linguistic standard resulted in the
rejection of the oral Picard vernacular and the assimilation of any literature written in scriptafranco-picarde into the French canon (Carton, 2001: 4). One such work is the Cantilène de
Sainte Eulalie from ca. 880, attributed to the town of Valenciennes in Nord-Pas-de-CalaisPicardie. A brief excerpt of this liturgical poem appears below:
Volt lo seule lazsier, si ruovet Krist;
In figure de colomb volat a ciel.
Tuit oram que por nos degnet preier
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Qued auuisset de nos Christus mercit
Post la mort et a lui nos laist venir
Par souue clementia
In an analysis completed by Ayers-Bennett, the poem demonstrates certain elements of
Picard, such as the absence of the conditioned triphthong in the use of seule instead of sieil
(l.24), the north-eastern ending on the first person plural of the imperative oram (l.26), and the
Germanic influence of the use of a labial glide in auuisset (l.27) (Ayers-Bennett, 1996: 34). But
in spite of phonological and morphological features that indicate the poem is of Picard origin, it
is regularly labeled as Old French, giving the French linguistic standard a "retrospective
historicity" (Lodge, 1993: 8) that legitimizes its alleged superiority over Picard.
It was not until national linguistic policies were tempered that Picard could officially
emerge as a standard language in its own right. The nascent literary tradition necessitated that
the variability of the spoken language be stabilized by systems of graphization, grammatication,
and lexication (Haugen, 1983: 271). In 1963, linguist and Picard native Fernand Carton began
the process of codification with a system of transcription, known as le système Feller-Carton.
Modeled on le système Feller for the Walloon language, Carton based his system of orthography
upon two principles: first, "priorité à la graphie française sous réserve qu'elle ne crée pas
d'équivoque" and then, "priorité à la phonétique du picard" (Carton, 2009: 120). This work was
supplemented in the same year with the publication of the Dictionnaire des parlers picards by
Gaston Vasseur. In 1996, Vasseur further contributed to the codification of the language with
his Grammaire des parlers picards du Vimeu (Somme).
Vasseur is also credited with founding the Picardisants du Ponthieu et du Vimeu.
Meeting monthly since 1967, this group was formed in order to read and discuss texts written by
local Picard-speaking residents. Its existence has contributed to the refinement of "good Picard"
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and the rejection of "dravie," or constructions influenced too heavily by French (Auger, 2003:
147). In 1980, the grass roots organization Ch'Lancron was founded in order to give the texts of
the Picardisants a wider audience. Released quarterly and only in the Picard language, the
eponymous journal just published its 141st edition and has over 1,800 subscribers. Its
supplemental website, launched in 1996 with the mission statement of "faire vivre la langue
picarde," was the first internet site in France dedicated to Picard, and one of the first dedicated
solely to a RL (Lanchron.fr, 2015). Institutional support also emanates from educational bodies
such as the Université de Picardie Jules Verne and Indiana University through their ongoing
teaching and promotion of the Picard language.
The shift in users' attitudes, from shame to self-confidence, is reflected in the expansion
of domains in which the Picard language is used. In 1980, the publishing house of Casterman
released a translation from French into Picard of the popular comic hero Tintin. The work, Les
Pinderleots de l'Castafiore, originally released under the French title Les bijoux de la Castafiore,
sold 10,000 copies within three days, and resulted in another 15,000 copies placed on immediate
pre-order. Four other Tintin stories were subsequently translated into Picard, finding similar
financial success. Three editions of the Astérix cartoon series have also been published in the
Picard language, resulting in sales of over 100,000 copies. In contrast, a translation of Tintin
into breton and basque sold only 5,000 copies (Jardez, 1981). In 2008, the film Bienvenue chez
les Ch'tis, starring Nord-Pas-de-Calais-Picardie native Danny Boon and positively portraying life
in northern France, became one of the most successful films in French history. Today, the Picard
language has emerged to function within a variety of domains, as apparent by singers, writers,
and actors who prefer its use to French (Coveney, 2002: 8).
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The development of Picard from its origins to its present status as an emerging
language can be summarized through Haugen's four aspects of language development:

Society

Language

Form

Function

Selection

Acceptance

Codification

Elaboration

According to Haugen, the "crucial features in taking the step from ... vernacular to standard are
as follows: (1) selection of norm, (2) codification of form, (3) elaboration of function, and (4)
acceptance by the community. Although historically Picard has been the selected norm for older
generations working in agriculture, mining, and textiles, the largest number of Picard speakers
today belongs to a younger class of executives and professionals with advanced degrees. In
addition, speakers of Picard claim to be retransmitting the language to their offspring at a higher
rate than they themselves spoke it with their parents. Adolescent life-long residents of Picardie
demonstrate a relatively high level of comprehension of Picard, and both native and naïve
speakers select the Picard language as a positive marker of their cultural identity.
As with many emerging languages, Picard exhibits a high level of speaker variation. In
addition to the chtimi/chti and rouchi varieties, the Picard spoken in areas such as Amiens,
Vimeu et du Ponthieu, Vermandois, and Thiéarch contains lexical and morphological variations
that are unique to these particular geographic locations. Organizations such as Ch'Lancron and
the Picardisants du Ponthieu et du Vimeu, and individuals such as Fernand Carton and Alain
Dawson, have contributed to the codification of spoken and written Picard, in order to reduce
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variation and to further differentiate the language from French. These recent efforts to
standardize both the sound-system and the structure of Picard have resulted in new users and
new domains of use for the language.
The selection and codification of Picard has resulted in the elaboration of its use to
functions previously dominated by what Ferguson defines as "high" languages. Picard is now
taught as a modern language within the French public secondary schools, and at certain
universities in France and in the United States. Websites, journals, and popular forms of
literature published in Picard have met with commercial success. Its use by marionette
companies such as Chés Cabotans d'Amiens and by rock bands ensures its exposure to younger
age groups who ultimately determine the fate of the language. While Picard is not yet used in
the domains of religion or law, its expansion into new domains indicates a resurgence in its
vitality.
This present work has outlined the increased level of acceptance of Picard by the regional
community in which it is spoken. In spite of France's failure to ratify published linguistic
policies, such as the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages, Picard is unlikely to
perish. Speaker attitudes of Picard as a marker of their cultural identity, and the positive
reception to the use of Picard in functions previously reserved only for French, indicate that the
language is not dying or simply being preserved. Instead, the Picard language is emerging. As
such, it is likely that organizations such as Ch'Lanchron and L'Agence pour le Picard will
continue their respective missions, including "être l'interlocuteur privilégié des collectivités
territoriales et des institutions pour les questions liées au picard et notamment dans le cadre de
la mise en place d'une politique linguistique en faveur du picard"/'to be the preferred
intermediary between local authorities and institutions for questions relating to Picard and
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notably in the introduction of linguistic policies in support of Picard.' Ultimately, these efforts
may lead the French government to question the sustainability of a national policy promoting
"une nation, une langue."

CHAPTER 8
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
In spite of no current legal recognition within France for Picard, the language has
recently emerged within the Nord-Pas-de-Calais-Picardie region as both the oral and written
linguistic standard for many. Historical sales data from media written or performed in Picard
affirm shifting attitudes in France about the language, both regionally and nationally. In
addition, recent studies show an increase in the number of naïve Picard speakers, typically young
intellectuals or militants, who have chosen to speak the language as an expression of their
identity (Auger, 2003: 16). This shift in linguistic demography is also represented in Figure 8 of
the above discussion concerning the results of the INSEE enquête famille. But in order to
strengthen the argument that Picard is an emerging language, more research must be conducted.
Since the 1999 enquête famille, data concerning the practice of RLs have not been
collected. The French census was revamped in 2004, shifting responsibility for its execution
from the national government to the regional and local levels (KéShon, 2007: 123). This change
in administration provides a unique opportunity for the Nord-Pas-de-Calais-Picardie region to
effectively assess the current status of the Picard language. Information concerning transmission
and retransmission rates should be collected in such a way that a comparative analysis between
1999 data and current data can be made. However, any new enquête should avoid the use of
overgeneralized terms such as langue d’oïl that prevent the collection and analysis of data
specific to Picard. Data collection should also include a non-biased interview process where
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speaker attitudes toward Picard can be captured. The results, when analyzed within the
context of the language's own environment, should provide an accurate assessment of the current
viability of the Picard language.

CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION
In spite of the presence or absence of national linguistic policies either preventing or
promoting the use of Picard, the practice of the language has persisted in the Nord-Pas-deCalais-Picardie region of France. By comparing the number of Picard speakers to the nation's
total population, the language appears to be severely endangered. However, when analyzed
within the context of its indigenous region, the language's future looks less uncertain.
Revitalization efforts begun within the past fifty years have resulted in the codification of the
language and the elaboration of its use into diverse functions of local society. Further work must
be done, including the gathering of demographic information about speakers and their attitudes
toward language use, to determine the trajectory of Picard. However, the retransmission rate
from parents to offspring, as well as the introduction of published literary works, support the
theory that Picard is not a dying language, but instead an emerging one.
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Common Expressions in the Picard Language
(adapted from Dawson, 2010)

Picard

French

Bojour !

Bonjour !

À nos rvir !

Au revoir !

Boin veupe !

Bonsoir !

Kmint qu'ha vo ?

Comment ça va ?

Mi cha vo, pi ti ?

Bien, et toi ?

Kmint qu'os vos aplez ?

Comment vous appelez-vous ?

Mi j'm'apèle ...

Moi, je m'appelle ...

Jou qu'os vos dvisez in picard ?

Parlez-vous picard ?

Kmint qu'os dit ... in picard ?

Comment dit-on ... en picard ?

Quoé qu'ha vut dire ... in picard ?

Que veut dire ... en picard ?

J'ene sai poin.

Je ne sais pas.

Erdisez-l'lé, san vos kmander.

Répétez, s'il vous plaît.

Ej n'ai poin comprins.

Je n'ai pas compris.

Parlez pu pian-pian, san vos kmander.

Parlez plus lentement, s'il vous
plaît.
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TRANSMISSION FAMILIALE DES LANGUES ET DES PARLERS
(INSEE, 1999)

